
           
You’ve booked your holiday…  

now add the fun stuff!  

          MAJORCA 

ASK FOR MORE DETAILS TODAY! 

T&Cs: Subject to availability and cost change. From prices are shown, get in touch for live prices, more information and full terms and conditions. 

Aqualand Arenal with Transfers 
Spend a memorable day splashing around in Europe’s largest water 

park; with a seemingly infinite number of rides, large pools and         

spacious sun terraces all the family are sure to love Aqualand Arenal.  

Adult £41                  

Child £27 

Horse Riding and Sunset Barbecue 

Visit Majorca's biggest horse riding ranch. Saddle up for fun and 

dancing, sunset riding, barbecue feast, line dancing entertainment, 

live music, and an enjoyable night for the whole family. 

Adult £58 

Child £36 

Pirates Adventure Dinner Show  
If you are looking for a night of swash-buckling excitement, don’t 

miss the spectacular Pirates Adventure - perfect night out in            

Majorca for families, couples or groups.  

Adult £34 

Child £20 

Pirates Reloaded 18+  
It will be the best night of your holiday! Imagine a festival, a concert, 

a show and a club all in one…there’s nothing else like it anywhere in 

the world!  

General 

£42 

Caves of Drach 
A visit to Majorca would not be complete without a trip to the Caves 

of Drach. This spectacular natural wonder is home to over 2000m of 

caverns and one of the largest underground lakes in the world.  

Island Tour by Boat, Tram and Train  
Experience the best of this magical island by boat, tram and train. 

Explore the picturesque countryside and see quaint villages,          

dramatic coastline and rugged mountains all on one tour.  

Gringos Bingo  
A brand new and totally unique concept has landed in Majorca! 

With dabbers at the ready, this is bingo but not as you know it! It is 

the ultimate night out for adults of all ages.  

Palma de Mallorca Hop-on/Hop-off Double Decker Bus 
The perfect way to explore Palma, this narrated bus tour offers  

unlimited hop-on/hop-off stops at various locations throughout the 

historic city allowing you to see all her landmarks at your own pace.  

Adult £34 

Child £17 

Adult £28 

Child £5 

Adult £15 

Child £8 

General  

£21 

 

Adult £58 

Child £28 

PRICES  FROM  


